Abstract. We propose a new method for constructing Turing ideals satisfying principles of reverse mathematics below the Chain-Antichain Principle (CAC). Using this method, we are able to prove several new separations in the presence of Weak König's Lemma (WKL), including showing that CAC`WKL does not imply the thin set theorem for pairs, and that the principle "the product of well-quasi-orders is a wellquasi-order" is strictly between CAC and the Ascending/Descending Sequences principle, even in the presence of WKL.
Introduction

Definition 1.1.
A Turing ideal is a collection I of sets such that whenever X P I and the set Y is computable from X, also Y P I.
The principles we discuss here are usually formulated in the context of reverse mathematics, but since that formulation will not be needed here, we state them in terms of Turing ideals. (Those familiar with reverse mathematics [9] will recognize that our main concern is constructing ω-models witnessing various separations.) We are interested in Turing ideals which exhibit certain closure properties: ideals I so that whenever X P I encodes an instance of problem a certain kind, I also contains some Y which is a solution to that instance.
An important example is: Definition 1.2. A Turing ideal I satisfies WKL ("Weak König's Lemma") if whenever T P I encodes an infinite tree of t0, 1u sequences, there is an infinite t0, 1u sequence Λ P I so that for every n, Λ ae n P T .
Definition 1.3.
We say that a principle P implies Q if any Turing ideal satisfying P also satisfies Q. Definition 1.10. A Turing ideal I satisfies TSp2q ("Thin Sets for Pairs") if whenever c : rNs 2 Ñ N is I-computable function, there is an infinite set S in I and a color i so that there is no x, y P S with cpx, yq " i.
This thin set principle was introduced in [3] and further studied in [1, 7, 10] .
Using a similar method, we are able to show: Theorem 1.11. There is a Turing ideal satisfying CAC and WKL but not TSp2q.
Hirschfeldt and Shore ask [4] whether the trRT 2 k hierarchy is strict. Question 1.12. Does trRT 2 k imply trRT 2 k`1 ? Normally adding more colors does not change the difficulty of satisfying a Ramsey theoretic principle: one "merges" two of the colors into a single color and then applies the Ramsey theoretic argument repeatedly. But this fails with trRT 2 k because the merged color may not be transitive. Asking how we should strengthen the statement to allow such a merger of colors leads us to define:
Although we phrase it here in terms of transitive colorings, ProdWQO is more naturally seen as the statement that a product of well-quasi-orders is also well-quasi-ordered. Recall that a partial ordering ĺ is well-quasiordered if whenever xa 1 , a 2 , . . .y is an infinite sequence, there exist i ă j so that a i ĺ a j . An infinite sequence xa 1 , a 2 , . . .y is bad if it witnesses the failure to be a well-quasi-order: whenever i ă j, a i ł a j .
The product ĺ"ĺ 1ˆĺ2 of two quasi-orderings is given by a ĺ b iff both a ĺ 1 b and a ĺ 2 b. To say that the product of two well-quasi-orders is also well-quasi-ordered is the same as saying that whenever we have a product ĺ"ĺ 1ˆĺ2 and an infinite bad sequence in ĺ then we must have an infinite bad sequence in either ĺ 1 or in ĺ 2 . If we define a coloring ‚ There is a Turing ideal satisfying trRT 2 k for all k and WKL but not ProdWQO. ‚ There is a Turing ideal satisfying ProdWQO and WKL but not CAC.
Of course, either of these results implies Theorem 1.9. Finally, we note that all these principles have a stable version.
Definition 1.17.
A coloring of pairs c : rNs 2 Ñ N is stable if for every a there are i and j so that whenever j ď b, cpa, bq " i. SADS (respectively SCAC, STSp2q, SProdWQO, StrRT 2 k ) is the principle ADS (respectively CAC, TSp2q, ProdWQO, trRT 2 k ) restricted to stable instances.
In fact, all our results also apply to the stable versions of these principles; that is, when we show that we fail to satisfy a principle, we always fail to satisfy a stable instance.
The author is grateful to Frittaion, Marcone, and Shafer for pointing out that ProdWQO is between ADS and CAC and raising the question of where it fits. Some of the ideas leading to the work here were developed in discussions with Kuyper, Lempp, Miller, and Soskova. Finally, Patey provided feedback and suggestions on a long strong of initial attempts at this work, including pointing the author towards the crucial obstacles and suggesting several ways that the results in this paper could be strengthened.
Separating STSp2q
In this section we construct a computable instance c of STSp2q and then construct a Turing ideal I which has no solution to c, but does satisfy both CAC and WKL.
Since this is the prototype for our other arguments, we take a moment to outline the structure. The ideal I will be defined by recursively building a sequence I 1 , I 2 , . . . of sets and taking I to be those things computable from ' iďn I i for some n. Given X " ' iďn I i for some n, we will define the notion of a requirement (computable) in X, and the notion of when a particular instance c of STSp2q satisfies a given requirement in an oracle X. We will then prove:
(1) if c satisfies all requirements in X then there is no X-computable solution to c (Lemma 2.8), (2) if c satisfies all requirements in X and ĺ is an X-computable partial ordering then there is an infinite chain or antichain Λ so that c satisfies all requirements in X ' Λ (Lemma 2.13), (3) if c satisfies all requirements in X and U is an infinite X-computable t0, 1u-branching tree then there is an infinite branch Λ so that c satisfies all requirements in X ' Λ (Lemma 2.14), and (4) there exists a computable stable c satisfying all requirements in H (Lemma 2.16). These four pieces give the desired result: Theorem 2.1. There is a computable stable c : rNs 2 Ñ N and a Turing ideal I so that:
‚ if I P I is infinite then c ae rIs 2 " N, ‚ I satisfies CAC, and ‚ I satisfies WKL.
Proof. We take the c given by Lemma 2.16 and then use Lemma 2.13 and Lemma 2.14 to recursively define the sets I i so that c satisfies all requirements in ' iďn I i , so that if ĺ is an ' iďn I i -computable partial ordering the there is some k so that I k is an infinite chain or antichain, and so that if U is an infinite ' iďn I i -computable t0, 1u-branching tree then there is some k so that I k is an infinite branch of U . Then the Turing ideal consisting of all sets computable from ' iďn I i for some n will have the desired properties.
The parameters are intended as follows: ‚ b is an auxiliary datum, ‚ a is a set of witnesses which might be in Ai pcq for some i.
Definition 2.4.
A requirement R " pT, tK σ u σPT , td σ u σPT q is a finite, finitely branching tree T , for each σ P T a simple block statement K σ and a function d σ : dompσq Ñ N, and so that K xy is always true. For any σ P T , any c : rNs 2 Ñ N, and any oracle X, the positive requirement component at σ is the formula ∆ X R;σ pc, We say c satisfies a requirement R " pT, tK σ u σPT , td σ u σPT q in X if there is some σ P T so that Θ X R;σ pcq holds. We will sometimes wish to work with requirements satisfying certain restrictions. Definition 2.5. A requirement R " pT, tK σ u σPT , td σ u σPT q has range I if for every σ P T , rngpd σ q Ď I.
A requirement R " pT, tK σ u σPT , td σ u σPT q is transitive in color i if whenever τ Ĺ σ, j ă |τ |, d τ pjq " i, and d σ p|τ |q " i, then d σ pjq " i.
While we mostly find it natural to work with trees of requirement, we note that it does suffice to consider linear ones. Definition 2.6. A requirement is linear if σ P T implies σ has the form x0, 0, . . . , 0y.
Lemma 2.7. Suppose c satisfies every linear requirement in X with range
I which is transitive in every color in J Ď I where 0 P IzJ. Then c satisfies every requirement in X with range I which is transitive in every color in J.
Proof. Let R " pT, tK σ u σPT , td σ u σPT q be a requirement with range I which is transitive in every color in J Ď I. We define a linear requirement whose satisfaction ensures that we have satisfied R.
Let n " |T | and fix a function π : T Ñ r0, nq so that σ Ď τ implies πpσq ď πpτ q. We let T 1 consist of sequence of the form x0, . . . , 0y with length ă n and we associate the sequence in T 1 of length i with the natural number i.
When j ă |σ|, we set d πpσq pπpσ ae jqq " d σ pjq, and d πpσq pjq " 0 otherwise. This ensures that T 1 will have the same range and satisfy the same transitivity requirements, as needed.
The auxiliary data will have the form pr i , b i q where r i is either an element of T or 0. pK 1 q X i pppr 0 , b 0 q, . . . , pr i´1 , b i´1 qq, a 0 , . . . , a i´1 q holds if, letting i 1 , . . . , i k ă i be those values such that r i j ‰ 0: ‚ k ě 0 (i.e. there is at least one such i with r i j ‰ 0), ‚ r i j is a sequence with |r i j | " j,
Suppose Θ X R 1 ;i pcq holds for some i. Let σ " π´1piq, and let pr 0 , b 0 q, . . ., pr i´1 , b i´1 q, a 0 , . . ., a i´1 be the witnessing data. Let i 1 , . . . , i k ă i be the witnesses; note that if πpr i k q ą i then we would also satisfy Θ X R 1 ;i`1 pcq, so we may assume either i " 0 (so σ " xy) or σ " r i k . So for any τ Ď σ, Proof. For each e and each i P I, we show that if W e is infinite then there is an x P W e X Ai pcq; then since W e is infinite, there must be a big enough x P W e with cpx, yq " i. We take T to contain a single branch of length 1, x0y. We take K X x0y pb, xq to hold if x P W X e,b . We set d x0y p0q " i. If Θ R;xy pcq holds then there must be some t so that there do not exist b and x ą t so that x P W X e,b ; but this implies that W e is finite. Otherwise Θ R;x0y pcq holds, in which case we find b 0 , x 0 so that x 0 P W X e,b 0 and x 0 P Ai pcq as needed.
Before going on, we attempt to motivate our definition of a requirement. Our discussion will be most meaningful to someone already familiar with the construction in [5] . For purposes of this discussion, we consider a separation easier than any of the others considered in this paper: separating ADS from D 2 2 ; the latter is STSp2q restricted to the colors t0, 1u, where a solution must omit one of these colors (and therefore be homogeneous in the other color).
We imagine that we are simultaneously constructing our instance c of D 2 2 and our solution to some instance ă of ADS, and we wish to make a single step of our construction, which means arranging progress towards either a ă-increasing sequence Λ`so that Φ Λè 0 fails to compute a solution to c or a ă-decreasing sequence Λ´so that Φ Λé 1 fails to compute a solution to c. The key idea of [5] was to look for both a ă-increasing sequence p with endpoint p`and a ă-decreasing sequence q with endpoint q`so that:
‚ p`ĺ q`, ‚ there are two fresh elements a 0 , a 1 so that Φ p e 0 converges and equals 1 on both a 0 and a 1 , ‚ there are two fresh elements b 0 , b 1 so that Φ q e 1 converges and equals 1 on both b 0 and b 1 .
If this happens, we could restrain c so that we will have a 0 , b 0 P A0 pcq and a 1 , b 1 P A1 pcq. Then, since p`ĺ q`, either there are infinitely many x with p`ă x (and therefore p is a reasonable beginning of an increasing sequence), or there are infinitely many x with x ă q`(and therefore q is a reasonable beginning of a decreasing sequence). Crucially, if we fail to find such a pair p, q, then one can arrange for either Φ Λè 0 or Φ Λé 1 to be finite. The difficult point is that one needs to ensure b 0 ‰ a 1 and a 0 ‰ b 1 so that we can place both of the needed restraints separately. This is the source of the conflict when one attempts to strengthen the separation by including solutions to WKL. One ends up working not with a single attempt at building Λ`and Λ´, but with a finitely branching tree of attempts. The problem is that even if one finds such pairs p, q in each branch, there may be incompatibilities across different branches -a 0 in one branch may be b 1 in another.
What one would prefer is to construct our witnesses in stages. First we would look for a pair p 0 , q 0 with p0 ă q0 and only the witnesses a 0 , b 0 . Then we could look for extensions p 0 Ď p 1 and q 0 Ď q 1 with p1 ĺ q1 , and demand that the witnesses a 1 , b 1 be above some threshold based on the first stage (in particular, larger than maxta 0 , b 0 u). Such a construction would be compatible with a finitely branching tree: we could wait for the pairs p 0 , q 0 to appear in every branch. The witnesses a 0 , b 0 taken over all branches would form a "block" which is all restrained in the same way (say, all put into A0 pcq). Only then would we look for the extensions p 1 , q 1 in all branches, requiring that the witnesses a 1 , b 1 all be larger than any element of the 0 block.
The difficulty is that we need the following property: suppose we find our witnesses p 0 , q 0 , but then are unable to extend to p 1 , q 1 . Then this must be a situation in which we can succeed (presumably by forcing one of Φ Λè Let us state this more explicitly, since it is the driving force behind our definition above. When we wish to satisfy some requirement, we will proceed in stages in which we look for auxiliary data (like p 0 , q 0 ) and witnesses (like a 0 , b 0 ). When we find the data and witnesses, we may "restrain" the witnesses (by placing them in some Ai pcq) and then begin looking for the next stage of the construction. However:
‚ during each stage, all witnesses found at a given earlier stage must be restrained the same way, and ‚ at each stage, failing to find the data and witnesses to the next stage must be sufficient to ensure our requirement. This is essentially what our definition of satisfaction of a requirement says.
In fact, the two-stage construction we alluded to two paragraphs ago fails: having found the witnesses p 0 , q 0 , failing to find p 1 , q 1 is not helpful. It could be that, say, p0 will actually turn out to be quite large in ă, and no further elements will appear above p0 , making the extension p 1 impossible to find, and also meaning that our inability to find it gives us no information about how to restrain Λ`to make Φ Λè 0 finite. In Figure 1 we lay out a multi-stage process which is substantially more complicated (the version there involves as many as six consecutive steps) For example, the next stage after finding p 0 , q 0 is to look for either a pair Proof. Let V witness that ă is stable-ish. When p is a monotone sequence, we write p`for the final element of p. We will force with conditions, which are pairs pp,where p is a ă-increasing sequence in ă, q is a ă-decreasing sequence in ă, p`P V , and q`R V . (This of course implies that p`ă q`. Note that being a condition is generally not X-computable, since V need not be X-computable.) We say a condition pp 1 , q 1 q extends pp,if p Ď p 1 and q Ď q 1 . We say pp,forces R on the increasing side if whenever Λ is an infinite, ă-increasing sequence with p Ď Λ and Λ Ď V , c satisfies R in X ' Λ. Similarly, we say pp,forces R on the decreasing side if whenever Λ is an infinite, ă-decreasing sequence with q Ď Λ and Λ Ď V , c satisfies R in X ' Λ.
It suffices to show:
p˚q Suppose R`and R´are requirements and pp,is a condition. Then there is a condition pp 1 , q 1 q extending pp,which either forces R`on the increasing side or R´on the decreasing side.
For suppose we have shown this. Then we fix a list of requirements Rì , Rí so that for any pair of requirements R`, R´, there is an i with Rì " R`, Rí " R´. We construct a sequence pxy, xyq " pp 0 , q 0 q, pp 1 , q 1 q, . . . with pp i`1 , q i`1 q extends pp i , q i q, pp 2i`1 , q 2i`1 q either forces Rì on the increasing side or Rí on the decreasing side, p 2i has length ě i, and q 2i has length ě i. Let Λ`" Ť p i and Λ´" Ť q i . If c does not satisfy every requirement in X ' Λt hen there is some R`which it fails to satisfy, and therefore for each Rt here was an i with Rì " R`, Rí " R´, and therefore since pp 2i`1 , q 2i`1 q must not have forced R`on the increasing side, pp 2i`1 , q 2i`1 q forced R´on the decreasing side, and therefore Λ´satisfies every requirement in X ' Λ´.
We now show p˚q. Let a condition pp,and requirements R`, R´be given. Let R`" pT`, tL σ u σPT`, tdσ u σPT`q and R´" pT´, tM τ u τ PT´, tdτ u τ PT´q be given. We will describe a requirement R " pT, tK υ u υPT , td υ u υPT q.
For bookkeeping reasons, it is convenient to assume that for any σ P T`, dσ p|σ|´1q " 0; this is easily arranged: if σ P T`violates this, modify Rà s follows: insert a child σ " x0y so L σ " x0y always holds, and wait for this dummy node to set dσ " x0y " dσ Y tp|σ|, 0qu, then take all children σ " γ and move them to σ " x0y " γ. Symmetrically, we make the same assumption for
R´.
A split pair is a pair pp 1 , q 1 q so that p Ď p 1 , q Ď q 1 , and pp 1 q`" pq 1 q`. Note that a split pair need not be a condition, but being a split pair is Xcomputable. Crucially, when pp 1 , q 1 q is a split pair, one of pp, q 1 q and pp 1 ,must be a condition (depending on whether the common endpoint belongs to V ).
First, we illustrate our construction in the simplest case that illustrates the general argument, where T`" T´" txy, x0y, x0, 0yu. In Figure 1 we have indicated the requirement R in this case, along with most of the auxiliary data associated with the node. The diagram requires some explanation. Each rectangle indicates a node of T , with the lines flowing from each parent node to its children.
Within a node, the paired arrows indicate split pairs. The length of the arrow indicates the length of the node from R`or R´which that element of the split pair witnesses; for instance, in node x1, 2, 1, 2y, the arrow p 2 has length 2, indicating that we have found witnesses so that ∆ We judge progress towards a leaf in T by first looking at how big r is, and then looking at the length of σ r , then the length of σ r´1 , and so on.
The general idea is that if pr R V then we can either extend q r or use it to witness the node τ r . If pì`1 P V but pì R V then we can either extend p i`1 and q i to some common extension with pp We now make this precise. Each non-empty node υ P T will be associated with a non-empty set J υ Ď r1, maxt|τ | | τ P T´us, a j υ P J υ , and for j P J υ , non-empty sequences σ υ j P T`, τ υ j P T´, and monotone functions π υ j : dompσ υ j q Ñ dompυq, ρ υ j : dompτ υ j q Ñ dompυq. We require that:
pê, a 1 q, and
We can deduce that d υ pπ υ j piqq " dσ piq and d υ pρ υ j piqq " dτ piq. This may not fully define d υ , and we may take other values arbitrarily.
Observe the significance of these requirements for ∆ X R;υ : taken collectively, we will have a collection of split pairs pp j ,q j q for j P J υ so that the endpoints of thep j andq j are in decreasing order and so that each positive requirement component ∆ 
. This tree is clearly finitely branching since T`, T´are. We should check that it is also finite. To each node υ, we have the associated pairs pσ υ j , τ υ j q for j P J υ . We associate to υ a function v υ : r1, maxt|τ | | τ P T´s Ñ r0, maxtσ| | σ P T`us: we define v υ pjq " |σ υ j | if j P J υ and v υ pjq " 0 otherwise. If υ 1 is an immediate extension of υ then the only values of j for which v υ 1 pjq ‰ v υ pjq are j υ 1 and (possibly) j υ 1´1
; but v υ 1 pj υ 1 q " v υ pj υ 1 q`1. In particular, under the corresponding lexicographic ordering, v υ is strictly increasing and therefore the tree has bounded height.
This completes the specification of our requirement R. We may assume that c satisfies R in X. Suppose there is an υ so that Θ X R;υ holds. Suppose υ is a leaf. First, note that if there is any j P J υ so that σ υ j and τ υ j are both leaves then, since pp j ,q j q is a split pair, one of pp j ,or pp,q j q is a condition. Suppose pp j ,is a condition; then this condition forces T`on the increasing side since the leaf Θ X'p j T`;σ υ j pcq holds. Similarly, if pp,q j q is a condition then this condition forces T´on the decreasing side. We claim there is such a j. If 0 is not this j then, since υ is a leaf, σ υ 1 must be a leaf. Since 1 P J υ but τ υ 1 is not a leaf, but υ is a leaf, we must have σ υ 2 is a leaf. Continuing in this fashion, each σ υ j is a leaf and each τ υ j exists but is not a leaf. But taking j " maxt|τ | | τ P T´u, we reach a contradiction: τ υ j must be a leaf.
Suppose instead υ is not a leaf. Takingq 0 " q, let j P J υ Y t0u be largest suchqj R V . If τ υ j is a leaf (so j ‰ 0) then pp,q j q is an extension and Θ X'q T´;τ υ j holds, so we are done. So assume τ υ j is not a leaf. If j`1 P J υ , letp "p j`1 , otherwise letp " p. Observe thatp`P V : ifp ‰ p thenp "p j`1 and pj`1 "qj`1 P V by choice of j. If σ υ j`1 is a leaf then, similarly, pp,is an extension and we are done.
So suppose neither σ υ j`1 nor τ υ j are leaves. pp,qq is an extension which we claim forces either T`on the increasing side or T´on the decreasing side. For suppose not, so there are Λ`and Λ´witnessing this failure. In particular, since ∆
not, there must be finite p˚, q˚so thatp Ď p˚Ă Λ`andq Ď q˚Ă Λ´large enough to witness that our chosen witnesses to the positive requirements do not succeed in witnessing the negative requirements. If j`1 R J υ , sô p " p, we might have some j 1 ą j with j 1 P J υ andpj 1 ć pp˚q`. In this case we replace p˚by p˚"xpj 1 y. We may extend q˚by a single element so that pp˚q`" pq˚q`. Then pp˚, q˚q is a split pair witnessing the failure of Θ X R;υ , contradicting the assumption.
Solving CAC.
It is convenient to restrict ourselves to partial orderings which are refinements of the usual ordering on ă; the following lemma shows that this restriction is harmless for our purposes.
Lemma 2.12. Suppose I is a Turing ideal and whenever ĺ is a partial ordering in I so that a ă b implies b ł a, I contains either an infinite chain or an infinite chain in ĺ. Then I contains an infinite chain or antichain for every partial ordering.
Proof. Let ĺ be an arbitrary partial ordering in I. Define a ĺ 1 b if a ď b and a ĺ b. Then I contains either a chain or an antichain for ĺ 1 ; if I contains a chain then it is also a chain in ĺ. Suppose n 1 ă n 2 ă¨¨¨is an infinite antichain in I. For a ď b, define a ĺ˚b if n b ĺ n a . Then ĺ˚is a partial ordering with a chain or an antichain in I, which is also a chain or antichain for ĺ.
Lemma 2.13. Suppose c satisfies every requirement in X and ĺ is a partial ordering so that a ă b implies b ł a. Then there is an infinite Λ which is either a chain or an antichain so that c satisfies every requirement in X ' Λ.
We attempt to outline the construction before the proof. First, we note some general features of constructions. (These features were already present in the ADS construction above, which illustrates these ideas more concretely.) Say we have some requirements R`and R´, and we are attempting to produce a requirement R so that whenever some Θ X R;υ pcq holds, we have either a chain p so that some Θ X'p R`;σ pcq holds or some antichain q so that some Θ
. . , a |υ|´1 q holds, the b i must encode the description of a list of chains p 1 , . . . , r`a nd antichains q 1 , . . . , q r´w hich are candidates to be the needed witnesses; the b i must also encode the corresponding nodes σ i P T`and τ i P T´which these chains or antichains would witness. (We will call these the "witnessing chains" and "witnessing antichains", respectively.) Consider some candidate chain p i . This chain must have been constructed in |σ i | segments, with each segment corresponding to some stage of υ: that is, there should be a function π i : r0, |σ i |q Ñ r0, |υ|q so that when
The functions π i , the corresponding functions for antichains, which we denote with variants on the letter ρ, are encoded in the structure of υ.)
We can make a crucial observation about the stages at which our witnessing chains and antichains get extended. Suppose that υ 1 is some immediate successor of υ, and that there is a witnessing chain p 1 at stage υ 1 with π 1 p|σ 1 |´1q " |υ|-that is, at stage υ there was a witnessing chain p and p 1 is a proper immediate extension of it (so υ was one of the stages at which p 1 was extended). Then we must have had d υ pπpiqq " d σ piq for all i ă |σ|. When this happens, we say p is active at υ; otherwise we say p is inactive.
This basic structure, of active and inactive witnessing chains and antichains (or their generalizations) constructed in stages and the functions π and ρ which correspond stages of υ with stages of σ or τ , will appear in all our arguments.
With that in mind, we turn to the simplest case for CAC. We have two requirements of length 1, say R`and R´. For simplicity, let us say T`and T´each consist of a single non-empty node with simple block statements K`and K´. We wish to do one of the following:
‚ find a chain p so that there are infinitely many s ą p`, and there exist b, a so that ∆ X'p pb, aq holds, ‚ find an antichain q so that there are infinitely many s incomparable to every element of q, and there exist b, a so that ∆ X'q pb, aq holds, ‚ find an infinite X-computable set S so that if p Ď S is a chain then there are no b, a satisfying ∆
Moreover, we need to express this construction in the form of a requirement R so that we can use the fact that c satisfies all requirements in X to ensure that if there is such a chain or antichain, there is one where the witnesses belong to the appropriate sets.
One possibility is that we can, after throwing away finitely many elements, rule out the possibility of finding a chain: if there is some t so that no witnessing chain has t ă p`, then we could simply take S " pt, 8q and would have satisfied the third case.
So suppose not: above any t we can find a witnessing chain. In particular, we can find an infinite computable set S consisting entirely of the endpoints of witnessing chains. If this set witnesses the fourth case, we are done.
If not, we can find a witnessing antichain q so that, for each x P q, x " pf or some witnessing chain p. Our first block of witnessing elements include all the a witnessing q, as well as those witnessing all the p whose endpoints make up q. Finding such a set q is the first node in our requirement R; upon finding it, we apply its restraint rule to the witnesses in this block.
If there are infinitely many y which are incomparable to every element of q then we have satisfied the second case. If not, cofinitely many elements are above some x P q. In particular, there must be an x P q so that the set of y with x ă y is infinite. If this set witnesses the fourth condition, we are again done.
Otherwise, for one of our witnessing chains p, we find a witnessing antichain q 1 with p`ă y for each y P q 1 . This is our second node; the witnesses for p belong to the first block, and the witnesses for q 1 to the second block.
Then every z is either incomparable to every element of q 1 , or there is some y P q 1 with y ă z, and since p`ă z, we have p`ă z as well. Therefore either p witnesses the first case or q 1 witnesses the second case. This completes the construction of R.
We note that there are two distinct attempts to find an antichain; these form a key part of our construction, so we give them names. The first attempt, when we construct an antichain q out of endpoints of chains, we call a trial antichain. The second attempt, when we find q 1 above some chain p, we call a partnered antichain (because, unlike a trial antichain, it is partnered with the chain p which is active at the same time q 1 is).
We now consider the case where T`" T´" txy, x0y, x0, 0yu.
In Figure 2 , we represent the tree of nodes corresponding to a single construction of a trial solution. Note that these nodes might not be adjacent in the broader tree-the actual tree contains many copies of these nodes, allowing the possibility that other constructions act to extend other trial solutions between adjacent steps on this trial solution. We indicate above each node how it will be labeled; trial solutions are indexed by functions ω, so the common choice of ω indicates that these nodes all correspond to the same trial solution.
The horizontal lines indicate antichains, the vertical arrows represent chains. The doubled lines indicate that the chain or antichain is active. Initially, in the node indexed by p0, ω, σ 0 q, we discover an antichain whose elements are endpoints of chains; the antichain witnesses a node σ 0 P T´, while the chains p 1 0 , . . . , p k 0 0 witness nodes in T`. One possible extension, the node p1, ω, σ 0 , τ 0 , 0q, occurs if we find a new witnessing chain q entirely above p k 0 for some k ď k 0 ; this node completes the construction of this trial solution, since we have found a partnered antichain.
In the other path, p0, ω, σ 1 q we find an extension of the antichainq 0 to an antichainq 1 , witnessing some σ 1 extending σ 0 , where the elements of q 1 are the endpoints of a new family of chains,
Since T´has no nodes of length larger than 2,q 1 must witness a leaf from T´, so we have completed its construction. The remaining possibility is that we find a partnered antichain; there are two versions, depending on whether the antichain is above one of the chains fromq 0 or one of the chains fromq 1 .
The technique of using the trial solutions can be isolated as the following black box property: let p be a chain witnessing a stage σ P T`and q an antichain witnessing a stage τ P T´; then either:
‚ there is an antichainq witnessing R´, or ‚ there are extensions p 1 Ą p and q 1 Ą q witnessing a child σ 1 or σ and τ 1 of τ respectively, and so that pp 1 q`ă q 1 .
In our larger construction, we apply this subconstruction repeatedly. We should imagine we are attempting to make an antichain and, for each segment of this antichain, a perpindicular chain. This is illustrated in Figure 3 ; each solid box represents a stage of the higher level construction, and each dotted box represents a trial solution which may be active at that stage.
xp0, ω, σ0qy
Initially there is one trial solution, working on the first segment of the antichain and a chain of length one partnered with it; once we find that, we can either work on extending the length of the chain (which means replacing the antichain segment with a new one) or on extending the antichain (by partnering the second segment with a corresponding antichain). Note that there are many nodes in our actual requirement between two boxes in this picture; for instance, when there are multiple active trial solutions, each requires several steps, and steps from different trial solutions could be interspersed on our actual requirement; therefore each stage in this high level diagram corresponds to many nodes in a requirement. Also, the stages on the right side can also extend the first chain, causing them to reset progress on the second antichain; in our actual requirement, these still have to lead to separate nodes (because a requirement is a tree).
There is a further complication which is hidden in Figure 3 , but which we will encounter again. Consider the first stage on the right side, where both the first and second antichains have length one. On the one hand, we need the two segments of antichain to, together, correspond to a node of length 2 from T´. On the other hand, we need it to be possible to extend the first segment of the antichain with a different second segment as represented in the block below it. This is not actually possible to do with a single witnessing antichain simultaneously (the two nodes in T´they correspond to may call for different requirements which cannot be active simultaneously). So the dotted rectangle in the lower left must actually correspond to two different partnered antichains: in the first stage on the right, one of them has been extended to a second segment, while the other is waiting for an extension, and in the second stage on the right, the former has been discarded while the second has found its extension.
In order to make the proof below more intelligible, we now consider the expansion of the higher level construction into a more explicit one; in particular, we name the various chains and antichains and keep track of the multiple copies corresponding to some positions. We need functions ω : r0, 2q Ñ p0, 2s; we write these as sequences: ω " x1, 2y indicates the function with ωp0q " 1 and ωp1q " 2. We also need functions γ which are terminal subsequences; in this case there are only three possible values for γ: x1y, x2y, and xy.
In Figure 4 , each solid box represents a node of our tree. Within each node, we have several constructions of trial solutions, indicated by boxes with dotted lines. The boxes are labeled by an ω, indicated in the lower right corner, and a γ, indicated in the lower right. (Roughly speaking, ω names the antichain while γ names the chain.) We ignore the internal structure of the trial solutions: this diagram only indicates those nodes at which a partnering happens within some trial solution.
Because there is a large amount of branching, we only consider one path through our tree, which runs down the first column and then wraps around to the second (one of the longer paths, so we can illustrate the main features of the construction). When one portion is directly to the right of another portion, we expect the thing on the right to be incomparable to the thing on the left. When one portion is directly above another portion, we expect it to be above (in the sense of ă) the lower portion.
Between the fifth and sixth nodes (i.e. between the bottom of the first column and the top of the second) and again between the seventh and eigth, we see a trial solution corresponding to a longer γ extend, and notice that this causes us to discard all trial solutions coming from the shorter γ. (In fact, in this case, neither discard was necessary-a more efficient tree would have kept the discarded portion in both cases. However in other situations this discard is necessary, and the indexing is simpler if we do it indiscriminately.) x1, 1y Proof. We force with conditions which are triples pp, q, Sq so that:
‚ p is a chain, ‚ q is an antichain, ‚ S is an infinite X-computable set, p ă S, q ă S, if a P p, b P q, and c P S then a ă c and b ć c. 
For any x P S, let S ąx " ty P S | x ă yu and S Kx " ty P S | x ă y, x ć yu, so SzpS ąx Y S Kx q is finite. Then either pp " xxy, q, S ąx q or pp, q " xxy, S Kx q is a condition. In particular, we may always extend at least one of p and q by one element. Furthermore, if there do not exist at least one x which can be added to the p side and at least one which can be added to the q side then ĺ has an X-computable chain or antichain: say there is no x which can be added to the q side, so for every x P S, S Kx is finite. Then we can greedily add elements from S to p and obtain an infinite chain.
So it suffices to show:
(˚) Suppose R`and R´are requirements and pp, q, Sq is a condition. Then there is a condition pp 1 , q 1 , S 1 q extending pp, q, Sq which either forces R`on the chain side or R´on the antichain side.
For suppose we have shown this. Then we fix a list of requirements Rì , Rí so that for any pair of requirements R`, R´, there is an i with Rì " R`, Rí " R´. We construct a sequence pxy, xyq " pp 0 , q 0 , S 0 q, pp 1 , q 1 , S 1 q, . . .
q either forces Rì on the chain side or Rí on the antichain side, p 2i has length ě i, and q 2i has length ě i. Let Λ`" Ť p i and Λ´" Ť q i . If c does not satisfy every requirement in X ' Λ`then there is some R`which it fails to satisfy, and therefore for each R´there was an i with Rì " R`, Rí " R´, and therefore since pp 2i`1 , q 2i`1 q must not have forced R`on the chain, pp 2i`1 , q 2i`1 q forced R´on the antichain, and therefore Λ´satisfies every requirement in X ' Λ´.
So it suffices to show (˚). Let R`" pT, tL σ u σPT`, tdσ u σPT`q and R´" pT´, tM τ u τ PT´, tdτ u τ PT´q . Let D " maxt|σ| | σ P T`u and E " maxt|τ | | τ P T´u. We will describe a requirement R " pT, tK υ u υPT , td υ u υPT q.
The first thing node υ P T must keep track of is the various partnered antichains which have been constructed, and their partner chains. A partnered antichain is indexed by a function ω : r0, Eq Ñ p0, Ds (the value ωpiq indicates the length of the chain supporting the i-th segment of the antichain); the corresponding chains are indexed by terminal partial subfunctions: let G be the collection of functions γ : pr γ , Eq Ñ p0, Ds with r γ P r0, Eq.
Each node υ P T will be associated function θ υ : G Ñ r0, Ds indiating the length of the chain we have constructed for γ. This is enforced by requiring that, for each γ P G, we have:
‚ a σ υ γ P T`with |σ υ γ | " θ υ pγq, and ‚ a monotone function π υ γ : dompσ υ γ q Ñ dompυq. ω is allowed at υ if for each E 1 ă E, θ υ pω ae pE 1 , Eqq ď ωpE 1 q. (Otherwise we have already grown some chains long enough that we no longer need to consider the potential partnered antichain indexed by ω.) When ω is allowed, E υ ω P r0, Eq is the largest value so that, for each E 1 P r0, E υ ω q, and ωpE 1 q " θ υ pω ae pE 1 , Eqq. (Note that E υ ω may be 0.) For each allowed ω, we have:
For each active ω we also need a trial antichain, represented by:
We require that, across all ω and γ, the sets rngpπ υ γ q, rngpρ υ ω q, and rngpρ υ ω q are pairwise disjoint.
We can deduce that
pjq. This may not fully define d υ , and we may take other values to be arbitrary.
Each non-empty node υ belongs to one of two types, depending on whether it represents the extension of a trial antichain or of a partnered antichain. When there is some active ω so thatρ υ ω p|τ υ ω |´1q " |υ|´1, we call υ a trial node. When there is some active ω with ρ υ ω p|τ υ ω |´1q " |υ|´1, we call υ a partnering node.
We describe the assignment of these values to υ inductively. When υ " xy, θ υ pγq " 0 and σ υ γ " xy for all γ P G, τ υ ω " xy for all allowed ω, andτ υ ω " xy for all active ω.
Suppose we have defined everything for some node υ; we describe possible extensions of υ. For each active ω 0 and each immediate extension τ ofτ υ ω 0 in T´, we have an extension υ 1 " υ " xp0, ω 0 , τ qy, a trial node, with:
For each active ω 0 , let γ 0 " ω 0 ae pE υ ω 0 , Eq. For each σ an immediate extension of σ υ γ 0 , each τ an immediate extension of τ υ ω 0 , and each j 0 ă |τ υ ω 0 |, there is an extension υ 1 " υ " xp1, ω 0 , σ, τ, j 0 qy, a partnering node, with: |´1q , e k ℓ q, a 1 q holds, ‚ q 1 Ď q ℓ , ‚ every element of q ℓ zq 1 is an endpoint of p k ℓ for some k ď k ℓ (and therefore also contained in S), ‚ q ℓ is an antichain so that there is a 1 
When υ " υ 0 " xp1, ω 0 , σ, τ, j 0 qy is a partnering node, let γ 0 " ω 0 ae pE υ ω 0 , Eq and ℓ " |υ|´1. The auxiliary datum b ℓ has the form pp ℓ , q ℓ , f ℓ q. If By assumption, there must be some υ P T so that Θ X R;υ pcq holds. We now show that we can find the needed extension of pp, q, Sq. The main complication is identifying which of our many potential chains and antichains is the right one to use. We first rule out the case where some γ or some ω is easily identifiable as the correct extension.
First
Ş xPQ 1 S Kx q is the desired extension. We now to look at active ω and the corresponding γ " ω ae pE υ ω , Eq, as well as the corresponding trial solution. We need to pick out which of the active ω is the right one to examine.
Choose some γ so that r γ is least among those γ with S ă " S ăpγ is infinite. Note that for any γ 1 with r γ 1 ă r γ , θ υ pγ 1 q ą 0. Further, note that σ υ γ is not a leaf (otherwise we would be in the first case we disposed of above), so θ υ pγq ă E.
We extend γ to an active ω. First, take γ 0 " xθ υ pγq`1y " γ. If r γ " 0, we take ω " γ 0 . Otherwise, we repeatedly extend γ 0 to xθ υ pγ 0 q`1y " γ 0 , iterating this process until we get a function with sufficient domain. We take this to be ω, and note that, by construction, ω is active.
For each 
2.4. Solving WKL. We wish to show: Lemma 2.14. Suppose c satisfies every requirement in X and U e is an infinite, t0, 1u-branching, X-computable tree. Then there is an infinite path Λ so that c satisfies every requirement in X ' Λ.
We will need variants of this repeatedly, so we state and prove a mild generalization, essentially showing that the same holds if we place various restrictions on the kinds of requirements we wish to deal with. Lemma 2.15. Let J Ď I Ď N be given with 0 P IzJ. Suppose c satisfies every requirement in X with range I which is transitive in every j P J and U e is an infinite, t0, 1u-branching, X-computable tree. Then there is an infinite path Λ so that c satisfies every requirement in X ' Λ with range I which is transitive in every j P J.
Then Lemma 2.14 is the case with I " N and J " H.
Proof. It suffices to show that for any requirement R " pT, tK σ u, td σ uq, we can find an initial segment λ P U e and an infinite X-computable U 1 Ď U e of extensions of λ so that whenever Λ is a branch through U e , c satisfies R in X ' Λ.
We need the lexicographic ordering on T : if σ, τ P T then σ ă τ if, for the least i with σpiq ‰ τ piq, we have σpiq ă τ piq.
We will describe a tree T 1 and, for each υ P T 1 , simple block statements K X υ . Each non-empty node υ will be associated with a k υ ď maxt|τ | | τ P T u, a τ υ P T with |τ υ | " k υ , and a monotone function π υ : r1, k ν s Ñ dompυq.
We describe the assignment of these values to υ inductively. Having defined k υ , τ υ , π υ , we must describe the possible extensions of υ. There are two types of extensions. For each τ 1 P T which is an immediate extension of τ υ , we have an extension υ 1 " υ " xp0, τ 1 qy with k υ 1 " k υ`1 , τ υ 1 " τ 1 , and
Also, for each i P r1, k υ s and each τ 1 P T with |τ 1 | " i and τ 1 ă τ υ , we have an extension υ 1 " υ " xp1, τ 1 qy with k υ 1 " i, τ υ 1 " τ 1 , and π υ 1 " π υ ae r1, is.
The first type of extension indicates that we are looking for extensions of the branches satisfying longer sequences from T . When this happens, it might be that different branches λ satisfy different nodes σ P T ; in this case we have to play favorites: different branches from T might have conflicting d σ . So we choose the ă-largest branch σ such that we see a branch witnessing ∆ X'λ R;σ . The second kind of extension represents backtracking on this decision: at a later stage, all branches witnessing ∆ X'λ R;σ might die out, and we have to switch to some σ 1 ă σ. Of course, this can only happen finitely often because U is finitely branching.
The auxiliary datum b i will have the form ps i , b 1 i , r i q. First, consider the case where υ ends in p0, τ 1 q. For notational reasons, define π υ p0q "´1, s´1 " 0, and r´1pxyq " xy. Then K X υ ppb 0 , . . . , b |υ|´1 q, aq holds if: ‚ r |υ|´1 assigns, to each λ P U e with |λ| " s |υ|´1 such that r π υ pk´1q pλ ae s π υ pk´1Ă τ υ a sequence r |υ|´1 pλq P T with |r |υ|´1 pλq| " k, r π υ pk´1q pλ ae s π υ pk´1Ă r |υ|´1 pλq, and r |υ|´1 pλq ĺ τ υ , ‚ s |υ|´1 ě s |υ|´2 , ‚ for each λ P U e with |λ| " s |υ|´1 , there are a 1 Ď a so that K X'λ r |υ|´1 pλq p b 1 , a 1 q holds. In the other case, when υ ends in p1, τ 1 q, K X υ holds if: ‚ for each λ P U e with |λ| " s |υ|´1 , r π υ pkq pλ ae s π υ pkă τ υ , and ‚ s |υ|´1 ě s |υ|´2 .
In either case d 1 υ pπ υ piqq " d τ υ piq and d 1 υ constantly 0 outside the range of π υ . Clearly rngpd 1 υ q Ď I. Below we will verify the transitivity requirement. These requirements say that when ∆ X R 1 ;υ holds, each path λ should satisfy ∆ X'λ R;rpλq for a suitable rpλq P T of length k υ . Note that in the second kind of block statement, a is empty-we have already arranged satisfaction of the requirement at an earlier level; the potential change is in our choice of which requirement from T we are trying to satisfy.
We verify the transitivity requirement on d 1 υ . Observe how rngpπ υ q changes along some path in T 1 : it is either extended by t|υ|u or reduced to some initial segment. In particular, if υ 0 Ĺ υ 1 and d 1 υ 1 p|υ 0 |q " j P J, so d 1 υ 1 p|υ 0 |q ‰ 0, then we have |υ 0 | " π υ 1 p|τ υ 0 |q, and therefore for every υ with υ 0 Ď υ Ď υ 1 , we have π υ ae |τ υ 0 | " π υ 0 ae |τ υ 0 |. In particular, if
We must check that satisfaction of our requirement ensures that we can choose a λ forcing satisfaction of the original requirement. Suppose we satisfy Θ X R;υ pcq. There are finitely many leaves λ P U e with |λ| " s |υ|´1 and r π υ pk υ q pλq " τ υ . (There must be some such leaves, since otherwise we would also satisfy an extension of υ.) Consider the tree U 2 Ď U e consisting of those λ 1 extending some such λ but not finding any witnesses to any extension of τ υ . If U 2 were finite, we would again satisfy an extension of υ, so U 2 must be infinite. Some λ must have infinitely many extensions in U 2 ; by choosing this λ and U 1 Ď U 2 consisting of extensions of λ, we have forced Θ X'Λ R;τ υ pcq.
Constructing STS(2). Lemma 2.16. There is a computable stable c : rNs 2 Ñ N satisfying all requirements in H.
Again, we prove a more general version that will include later cases. Again, Lemma 2.16 is the case with J " H and I " N.
Proof. This is a standard finite injury priority argument. Informally, we place all requirements with range I transitive in every color in J in order, and every time we find witnesses violating a negative requirement component, we remember the witnesses, restrain them so future colors comply with the corresponding positive requirement component, and injure all lower priority requirements; that requirement is then witnessed along a longer branch υ. Since each requirement has a finite tree, each requirement eventually stops acting, either because some negative requirement component holds or because we reach a leaf.
More formally, we proceed as follows. We order the requirements R 0 , R 1,r 1 " υ s,r 1 , b s`1,r 1 ,i " b s,r 1 ,i ,  a s`1,r 1 ,i " a s,r 1 ,i , t s`1,r 1 " t s,r 1 , and A s`1,r 1 ,i " A s, We only injure a requirement R j if we make the node υ s,j 1 longer for some j 1 ă j, so a requirement is injured only finitely many times. In particular, there is a limiting node υ j " lim s υ s,j . The witnesses b s,j,0 , . . . , b s,j,|υ j |´1 and  a s,j,0 , . . . , a s,j,|υ j |´1 also stabilize to witnesses b j,0 , . . . , b j,|υ j |´1 and a j,0 , . . . , a j,|υ j |´1 . In particular, these witness ∆ R j ;υ j pcq. Furthermore, if υ j is not a leaf, t s,j stabilizes to some t j larger than any witness to any lower priority requirement, and there do not exist b, a and υ extending υ j with a ą t j so that K R j ;υ ppb 0 , . . . , b |υ|´1 q, aq, since if there were, we would have taken υ s,j " υ at some stage, so Θ R j ;υ j pcq holds.
Finally, we check that c is stable; it suffices to show that for each n, there is some s, i such that for all s 1 ě s, n P A s,i . But n can only be moved from one A i to another when some requirement ď n acts, which only happens finitely many times.
Separating SProdWQO
Separating from ADS.
In this section we construct a computable instance c of SProdWQO (and, a fortiori, of SCAC) and a Turing ideal I which has no solution to c, but does satisfy both trRT 2 k for all k and WKL. Definition 3.1. An SProdWQO-requirement is a requirement R " pT, tK α u σPT , td σ u σPT q with range t0, 1, 2u transitive in both colors 1 and 2. Lemmata 2.8, 2.15 and 2.17 apply with J " t1, 2u, I " t0, 1, 2u, so we have:
Lemma 3.2. If c satisfies all SProdWQO-requirements in X then whenever B is an X-computable infinite set, there exist a, b, c, d
P B with cpa, bq " 1 and cpc, dq " 2.
Lemma 3.3.
If c satisfies all SProdWQO-requirements in X and U is an infinite X-computable t0, 1u-branching tree then there is an infinite branch Λ so that c satisfies all SProdWQO-requirements in X ' Λ.
Lemma 3.4.
There is a computable stable c : rNs 2 Ñ t0, 1, 2u transitive in the colors 1 and 2 satisfying every SProdWQO-requirement in H.
We first give our argument showing that we can satisfy ADS. Lemma 3.5. Suppose c satisfies every SProdWQO-requirement in X and ă is a linear ordering. Then there is an infinite ă-monotone sequence Λ so that c satisfies every SProdWQO-requirement in X ' Λ.
While the bookkeeping in this argument is quite unwieldy, the general idea is perhaps less complicated than that of Lemma 2.13. We describe the beginnings of the induction that make up the core of the proof.
When T`and T´each consist of a single non-empty node, we can proceed as above: we wait for a suitable split pair pp, qq. For us a split pair is a pair pp,where p is an increasing sequence, q is a decreasing sequence, and they share the endpoint p`" q`. If we never find such a split pair, either R´;x0y pcq holds for all suitable q. If we find a split pair, one of p or q must be a valid extension to our construction. This is the basis of what we will call a process of type tp1, 1qu: we are able to produce a split pair pp,where each part witnesses a node of length 1 from the corresponding tree.
More generally, by a process with a type K 1 Ď K " r1, Dsˆr1, Es (where D " maxt|σ| | σ P T`u and E " maxt|τ | | τ P T´u), we mean a description of a tree where each leaf is witnessed by a split pair pp,where, for some pd, eq P K 1 , p witnesses a node of length d and q witnesses a node of length e. The key argument will be showing that, given a two processes, one of type tp1, equ and one of type tp1, e`1q, pd, equ, we can produce a process of type tp1, e`1q, pd`1, equ.
Suppose T`" T´" txy, x0y, x0, 0yu-that is, a single branch of length 2. In Figure 5 , we show a process of type tp1, 2qu (so, a fortiori, a process of type tp1, 3q, p1, 2qu), which is not so complicated. Each solid box indicates a node in our tree. In Figure 6 , we show the combination with e " 2 and d " 1, which gives a process of type tp1, 3q, p2, 2qu; since p1, 3q is impossible in this case, this is simply a process of type p2, 2q. Figure 6 requires some more explanation. We use doubled lines to indicate that the branches are active at this node; when a branch is drawn with a single line, it is inactive in a strong sense: we specifically require that d σ piq " 0. The overarching structure is the same as the tp1, 2qu process from Figure  5 , with some additional steps added in. We use dotted lines to indicate that we are running the side process (which, in this case, happens be the same process as Figure 5 , but in general might be different from the overarching structure) to produce a pair of type p1, 2q; this subprocesses correspond to inserting an entire copy of the tree from Figure 5 in that location, and we only display the outcome at the leaves of that subproecess. After succeeding at the first stage, leading to finding the pair pp 1 , q 1 q, we deactivate these nodes and run the side process. If the side process terminates with its own pair pp 2 , q 2 q, we now activate both this pair and pp 1 , q 1 q. Here we modify the original process: the original process looked for a pair pp,where p is a fresh increasing sequence and q is an extension of q 1 . Instead, we now look for a pair pp,where p extends p 2 .
In the other branch, we find the pair pp 3 , q 1 q. Again, we then deactivate that pair and run the side process again. (The pair pp 2 , q 2 q is no longer useful, and we discard it; we cannot keep it because there may be transitivity commitments between the witnesses to pp 2 , q 2 q and the witnesses to pp 3 , q 3 q which we might not be able to respect at later stages if we kept both.) If the new side process finds a pair pp 4 , q 4 q of type p1, 2q, we now activate both parts and run the last step of the main process, except that instead of looking for a new increasing sequence of length 1, we look for an extension of p 4 to a sequence of length 2.
The pattern is that every time the next step of the overarching process might have produced a p1, 2q pair (and then finished), we pause, run the side process, and then resume looking for a p2, 2q pair instead. Our ability to deactivate the main process while the side process runs is crucial to being able to maintain the transitivity requirements.
Note that there is no requirement on the relationship between the endpoints of the two parts. For example, consider the second to last node, where we hope to extend p 4 and q 1 . It might be that q1 ă p4 , which would make this impossible. But in this case, either there infinitely many points x with x ă q3 " p4 , in which case q 3 is a valid extension, or there are infinitely many points x with p3 " q1 ă p4 ă x, in which case p 3 is a valid extension.
The last point we need to discuss is how the pattern of inactivations above prevents the transitivity requirement from interefering with when we need to activate sequences. It will be convenient later to have some terms for discussing this. Let p be some witnessing chain at some node υ, witnessing some σ P T`, so we have π : dompσq Ñ dompυq indicating the stages at which p was constructed; recall that p is active when d υ pπpiqq " dσ piq for all i P dompσq. Let us say the i-th stage of p is restrained to b if d υ pπpiqq " b. We may similar definitions for a witnessing chain q.
The problem would be this: at some node υ, we want two chains, say p and q (though they could also be two chains on the same side, say, p 4 and p 3 as in Figure 6 ), to be active, and we need d υ pπpiqq " 0 while d υ pρpjqq " 1, but we had d υaej pπpiqq " 1-that is, at the stage ρpjq where the j-th component of q was constructed, the i-th stage of p was restrained to 1. In our construction, this would mean that both p and q were active at that stage (because if p were inactive, all its stages would be restrained to 0, and q must have been extended, and only active chains can be extended). We have prevented the problem in the simplest possible way: if two witnessing chains are only ever active at the same stage once, and one of those chains will be discarded forever after that stage Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.11. Again, it suffices to assume that ă is stable-ish as witnessed by V , and we again force with conditions pp,where p`P V , q`R V . Again, it suffices to show:
p˚q Suppose R`and R´are requirements and pp,is a condition. Then there is a condition pp 1 , q 1 q extending pp,which either forces R`on the increasing side or R´on the decreasing side. As in Lemma 2.11, we can assume that dσ p|σ|´1q " 0 for any σ P T`, and a similar assumption for T´. Recall that a split pair is a pair pp 1 , q 1 q with p Ď p 1 , q Ď q 1 , and pp 1 q`" pq 1 q`. Let D " maxt|σ| | σ P T`u and E " maxt|τ | | τ P T´u. Let K be the set of pairs pd, eq with d P r1, Ds and e P r1, Es.
We build up a tree of nodes for our requirement using "processes", which are sub-trees whose leaves promise us split pairs pp 1 , q 1 q witnessing nodes from T`and T´, but not necessarily leaves.
When K 1 Ď K, a process of type K 1 is a requirement R 1 so that: ‚ for each non-leaf node υ, Θ X R 1 ;υ pcq implies that either there is a p 1 forcing R`on the chain side or a q 1 forcing R´on the antichain side, and ‚ for each leaf υ, there is a pair pd, eq P K 1 , a σ P T`with |σ| " d, and a τ P T´with |τ | " e so that ∆ X R 1 ;υ pc,¨¨¨q implies the existence of a split pair pp 1 , q 1 q and suitable witnesses so that ∆ X'p 1 R`;σ pc,¨¨¨q and ∆ X'q 1 R´;τ pc,¨¨¨q. That is, if we place a copy of R 1 as some sub-tree of our actual requirement R, the only case in which we reach the end-nodes are when we have found a split pair pp 1 , q 1 q.
It is easy to describe a process of type tp1, 1qu: it is a single node which for a split pair For notational convenience, we will refer to processes for sets K 1 which may include p1, E`1q or pD`1, eq, even though p1, E`1q, pD`1, eq R K; such a process is equivalent to one for K 1 X K. (That is, we say "the process can terminate after constructing a split pair of type p1, E`1q", but this case can never occur, because there are no such split pairs, so we ignore that case.)
Suppose we have a process R 1 d of type K 1 d " tp1, e`1q, pd, equ and a process R 1 1 of type K 1 1 " tp1, equ. We describe a process of type tp1, e`1q, pd`1, equ. We modify the process R 1 1 as follows. Consider any node such that one of its children is a leaf. In the modified process, we deactivate all chains at this node, and then insert a copy of R 1 d below this node. Each leaf of this copy of R 1 d which finishes with a pair of type p1, e`1q is also a leaf of the modified process. Otherwise, the leaf from R 1 d becomes a node of our larger process which promises a pair pp 1 , q 1 q witnessing some pσ 1 , τ 1 q with |σ 1 | " d and |τ 1 | " e.
We now consider the children of this node in our new process. First, for each immediate extension of τ 1 , we have a child node corresponding to the case where we find a split pair pp˚, q 2 q of type p1, e`1q with q 2 extending q 1 . Next, for each child of the original node from R 1 1 , we have a child node. If the node from R 1 1 was a leaf, and therefore would have produced a pair pp˚, q˚q of type p1, eq, this becomes a modified leaf producing a pair pp 2 , q˚˚q of type pd`1, eq where p 2 extends p 1 . All other child nodes from R 1 1 become children in our new process without modification.
In particular, the only leaves of the new process are leaves from one of the copies of R 1 d of type p1, e`1q, the leaves we added of type p1, e`1q, or modified leaves from R 1 1 which are of type pd`1, eq. Iteration of this method gives the desired process. We have a process of type tp1, 1qu. Given a process of type tp1, equ, we apply this combination to obtain a process of type tp1, e`1q, p2, equ, and by repeating tp1, e`1q, pd, equ for any d. In particular, we get a process of type tp1, e`1q, pD`1, equ, which is the same as a process of type tp1, e`1qu. Inductively, we have processes of type tp1, equ for all e. In particular, applying the first iteration again, we have processes of type tp1, E`1q, pd, Equ for each d, which is the same as a process of type tpd, Equ. Finally, we obtain a process of type tpD, Equ, which suffices to give the desired extensions.
Separating from trRT 2
k . We need to generalize the ideas of the previous subsection to trRT 2 k . The general ideas are the same, but the bookkeeping is slightly more complicated because we now have k different processes we need to interleave.
For each i we will have a requirement R i with a tree T i so that maxt|σ| | σ P T i u " D i . We will work with split k-tuples pp 1 , . . . , p k q where p i is a chain in the i-th color and p1 "¨¨¨" pk (so that there is some i so that, for infinitely many x, cppì , xq " i).
We take K " ś i r1, D i s, and construct processes of type K 1 Ď K, by which we mean requirements with the property that for each each leaf there is pd 1 , . . . , d k q P K 1 so that the leaf promises the existence of a split pair p1 q1 r1 p1 q2 r2 p2 q1 r2 p2 q2 r1 p3 q2 r3 p3 q3 r2 Figure 7 . Process of type tp1, 2, 1q, p1, 1, 2qu
pc,¨¨¨q holds.
We want to work towards processes of "larger" type. It is clear that, say, finding a split pair of type p1, 2, 2q represents more progress than a pair of type p1, 2, 1q; we work lexicographically, so we also consider a pair p1, 1, 2q to be further progress than a pair of type p1, 3, 1q. (This is consistent with what we did above, where we considered a slightly longer antichain to be more progress than a much longer chain.)
We illustrate the k " 3, D 1 " D 3 " 2 and D 2 " 3 case concretely. Techniques from above give us a process of type tp1, 2, 1q, p1, 2, 2qu fairly easily, as illustrated in Figure 7 . Again we double lines to indicate that the sequence is active (which is always the case in this diagram). We no longer indicate the arrows pointing at each other, so one should remember that each triple of arrows share an endpoint, and in particular, one of them must be extensible. When a sequence is inactive, all witnesses from that block are temporarily being colored 0 with all new elements, allowing us to find new witnesses without creating transitivity obligations between them.
In Figure 8 we describe a process of type tp2, 2, 1q, p1, 3, 1q, p1, 1, 2qu; we do this by using the process from Figure 7 as our template, and adding in additional copies of the same process as intermediate steps. Again the dotted boxes indicate that we have inserted a copy of the sub-process, and are only displaying the conclusion of that sub-process. Furthermore, each subprocess might terminate in a leaf giving witnesses of type p1, 1, 2q, which we can take as a leaf of our larger tree.
Again, our principle is that we modify Figure 7 by looking at nodes which have a child which is a leaf of type p1, 2, 1q; at each such leaf, we add a new copy of the subprocess. For example, consider the third level of the tree in Figure 8 , consisting of all possible outcomes following the left node on the second level. There are two split triples, so in principle nine different pairs that might be extended (that is, perhaps p 1 and p 2 are extended, or p 1 and q 2 , etc.). If r 2 or q 2 gets extended, we get one of the left two nodes on the third row, both of which are witnesses of the desired type. Similarly, if r 1 is extended, we can get a leaf with a witness of type p1, 1, 2q and ignore what happens in the other triple. (If some combination happens, say r 1
and q 2 could both be extended, which leaf we end up at depends on which witnesses get found first.) If q 1 is extended, this is the case where we need our modification: instead of producing a leaf with a witness of type p1, 1, 2q, we hope to extend p 2 , thereby getting a leaf of type p2, 2, 1q (we need to make sure that if p 2 is not extended, we end up in some other desirable case, as we do here). Finally, if p 1 is extended, this leads to a non-leaf in the original tree, so we let it bring us to a non-leaf here, discarding the second split triple as no longer useful.
For completeness, we include a process of type tp1, 3, 1q, p1, 1, 2qu in Figure  9 . The only difference is that now the subprocess is of type tp2, 2, 1q, p1, 1, 2qu; this has the effect of ruling out some nodes because, p 2 and p 4 now cannot be extended (we leave the missing nodes as empty spots, not only because it means we don't have to modify that source code as much, but also to make the comparison easier). (If instead we had D 1 ą 2, these nodes would exist with witnesses of type p3, 2, 1q, and we would get a process of type tp3, 2, 1q, p1, 3, 1q, p1, 1, 2qu in this way.)
We produce a process of type tp2, 3, 1q, p1, 1, 2qu similarly: this time we begin with a process of type tp1, 3, 1q, p1, 1, 2qu, and use the same process as a subprocess. Another iteration, taking a process of tp1, 3, 1q, p1, 1, 2qu and using a subprocess of type tp2, 3, 1q, p1, 1, 2qu gives us a process of type tp1, 1, 2qu. We can do another round of iterations, obtaining a process of type tp2, 1, 2q, p1, 2, 2qu and then a process of type tp1, 2, 2qu.
We need a new idea, however, to complete this to a process of type tp2, 2, 2q, p1, 3, 2qu. Consider the thing we would like to do: begin with a process of type tp1, 2, 2qu and use the same process as the subprocess. The difficulty is that the subprocess might extend the q component, giving us a Figure 9 . Process of type tp1, 3, 1q, p1, 1, 2qu witness of type p1, 3, 1q; but this is useless to us: we need witnesses of type p1, 3, 2q instead.
The difficulty here is that, to use our idea of inserting subprocesses, we take a node where the outer process intended to create a witness of length 1, and instead have it produce a witness of length k`1 (where k was the length of the witness produced by the subprocess). But at the relevant node in the process of type tp1, 2, 2qu, it is already has an existing q component it might extend, so it can't try to extend the q component coming from the subprocess.
Our subprocess will give us a node with a witness pp, q, rq of type p1, 2, 2q; either the p or q is extensible (if there are cofinitely many x with cpr`, xq " 3 then r is the extension we need, and we will never move to another node). If q is extensible, we wish we were about to produce a leaf with witnesses of type p1, 1, 2q, since we could then ask to extend q. On the other hand, if p is extensible, we want to be producing a leaf of type p1, 2, 2q.
Since we can't predict which of p or q will be extensible, we need two different "outer" processes, so that we can extend either. Here, unfortunately, the iteration process becomes a bit complicated. For simplicity, we imagine that the processes of type tp1, 1, 2qu and tp1, 2, 2qu are given by the simplified trees in Figure 10 ; we treat the intermediate stages as a black box, and only look at the leaves, since we will need to modify the leaves in our combined process. The doubled lines around the box indicate that the witnesses to the node are active (and therefore eligible to be extended in the next node).
In Figure 11 we describe a new subprocess whose goal which either terminates with witnesses of type p2, 2, 2q or of type p1, 3, 2q, or which makes it to stage b (the second node) of our abstract process of type tp1, 2, 2qu. This process is modeled on the process of type tp1, 1, 2qu, except that each time Figure 11 . Subprocess for process of type tp2, 2, 2q, p1, 3, 2qu
we are at a node whose child is a leaf, we make a modification. For example, consider the first such node, the one labeled 0; we see in Figure 11 that after reaching node 0, we deactivate all witnesses and begin a new process of type tp1, 2, 2qu, allowing it get to stage a, and then deactivate that as well. We then insert a subprocess of type tp1, 2, 2qu. One we have all three, we allow them all to run simultaneously; the possible outcomes are either that our main process advances to stage 1, or our process of type tp1, 2, 2qu advances to stage b, or q 1 is extensible (which, together with the main process producing a witness of type p1, 1, 2q gives us the desired witness of type p1, 3, 1q), or p 1 is extensible (which, together with the other subprocess producing a witness of type p1, 2, 2q gives us the desired witness of type p2, 2, 2q). To construct an actual process of type tp2, 2, 2q, p1, 3, 2qu, we repeat the same idea, but now using the subprocess we just created, which either gives us the desired witnesses or gives us the witnesses to stage b from the process of type tp1, 2, 2qu. Lemma 3.6. Suppose c satisfies every SProdWQO-requirement in X and c˚: rNs 2 Ñ r1, ks with all colors transitive. Then there is an infinite c˚-homogeneous set S so that c satisfies every SProdWQO-requirement in X ' Λ.
Proof. Our conditions are tuples pp 1 , . . . , p k q where each p i is homogeneously colored i and there are infinitely many x so that, for each a P p i , c˚pa, xq " i. Given requirements R 1 , . . . , R k , we must find a condition pp 1 1 , . . . , p 1 k q with each p i Ď p 1 i so that some R i is forced. A split k-tuple is a tuple pq 1 , . . . , q k q with each p i Ď q i and pq 1 q`"¨¨¨" pq k q`; it follows that there is at least one i 0 so that, taking p 1 i 0 " q i 0 and
The notion of constructing a split pair of type pd 1 , . . . , d k q P K and a process of type K 1 Ď K generalize immediately. Again, we can immediately describe a process of type tp1, . . . , 1qu-we simply wait to find any split ktuple pq 1 , . . . , q k q with each q i witnessing a σ i P T i of length 1, with failure to find such a k-tuple ensuring that some Θ X'p i R i ;xy will be satisfied.
We
. . , 1q is the smallest element in this ordering. Given some
..,1q " tp1, . . . , 1qu while K p1,2,1,2,1q " tp1, 2, 1, 2, 1q, p1, 1, 2, 2, 1q, p1, 1, 1, 3, 1q, p1, 1, 1, 1, 2qu.
We will show by induction on d that we can construct a process of type K d .
As noted in the discussion above, having a process of type K d is not, by itself, enough to create a process of type K d 1 (where d 1 is the successor of d): we may need processes the form K e for various e ď d as well. We now identify precisely which values we need.
We define d aei by
Let Ip dq Ď r1, ks be the set of i so that d i ‰ 1 and let Zp dq " t d ae i | i P Iu. So Zp1, 2, 1, 2, 1q " tp1, 2, 1, 2, 1q, p1, 1, 1, 2, 1qu. Finally, we define K`
Claim. Suppose that for each e P Zp dq there is a process of type K e . Then there is a process of type Suppose we are at some node in our large process, and that at previous levels we have constructed, for each j ă m, witnesses to a node τ j from the process of type K e j . We proceed as follows; first, we deactivate all other witnesses and insert a copy of the process of type K d . Each leaf of this subprocess either gives witnesses of type d`i P K 1 , and is therefore a leaf of our larger process, or gives witnesses of type d. Above a node with witnesses of type d, we add the following children:
‚ for each child of τ j which is a leaf witnessing some element of K e zt eu, we have a corresponding leaf of our larger process, ‚ for each child of τ j which is an internal node of the process of type K e j , we have a corresponding internal node, ‚ for each i ď k, children with witnesses of type d`i.
To see that these are sufficient, consider our witnesses of type d, and let i be a coordinate so that there are infinitely many possible extensions of the witness at that coordinate. If d j " 1 for all j ą i, this means we can find a witness of type d`i P K 1 and treat this as a leaf. Otherwise, consider the smallest j ą i with d j ‰ 1, and let e " d ae j. The process of type K e would normally have children giving witnesses of type e, but we can instead ask for the i-th coordinate to extend the i-th coordinate of our existing witness, giving a witness of type d`i.s
That is, we have a subprocess which either gives a leaf with witnesses of some type in K 1 , or we have witnesses to some longer node from one of the subprocess.
We now proceed inductively as follows. Take value c 1 j ď c j , and we proceed by induction on ř j c 1 j . Suppose that we are at a node where we have constructed a very large number of witnesses to nodes of height c 1 j to the process of type K e j . (When ř j c 1 j " 0, this is trivial, because we need nothing to witness a node of height 0.) We may apply the construction above; at each non-leaf, we have lost one witness to a node of height c 1 j for each j, but for a single j, have gotten a witness to a node of height c 1 j`1 . By applying this a large number of times and using the pigeonhole principle, we can arrange for the same j to be selected many times, so we obtain a large number of witnesses corresponding to a sequence c 1 1 , . . . , c 1 j`1 , . . . , c 1 m´1 . We repeat this until we reach nodes where we have a single witness to a node of height c j for each j ă m. The construction above gives only leaves in that case, because the subprocesses have no non-leaf children. Therefore this gives us a construction of a process where each leaf gives witnesses of some type in K 1 . % Let d`be the successor of d in the reverse lexicographic ordering. We show by strong induction that, having constructed a process of type K e for each e ď d, we also have a process of type K d`. By the claim, we have a process of type
pK e zt euq, so it suffices to show that
Let i 0 be least so that
Otherwise f P K e zt eu for some e P Zp dqzt du. So e " d ae i for some i with d i ‰ 1 and there is a j ą i with f " e`j.
Therefore the claim gives us a process of type K d`. Applying this repeatedly gives us a process of type K pD 1 ,...,D k q , which suffices to complete the proof.
Combining these as before, we have:
There is a Turing ideal satisfying trRT 2 k for all k and WKL but not SProdWQO.
Separating SCAC
In this section we construct a computable instance ĺ of SCAC and a Turing ideal I which has no solution to ĺ, but does satisfy both ProdWQO and WKL. In the lemma below, we associate a stable partial ordering ĺ with a coloring with colors 0, 1 so that color 1 is transitive. In particular, we say that ĺ satisfies an SCAC-requirement when the corresponding coloring does. So it remains to show: Lemma 4.5. Let I be a countable Turing ideal satisfying WKL, and suppose ĺ satisfies every SCAC-requirement in any X P I and c : rNs 2 Ñ t0, 1, 2u is a coloring in I with colors 1 and 2 transitive. Then there is an infinite set S so that c restricted to S either omits the color 1 or omits the color 2 and ĺ satisfies every SCAC-requirement in X ' S for any X P I.
Before we begin, we consider what makes solving ProdWQO more difficult than solving ADS; for simplicity, consider the stable version of both problems, where each point a has a limit color i so cpa, xq " i for cofinitely many x. (Solving the unstable version is similar because we keep thinning to infinite subsets X on which this holds for x P X and the finitely many values of a which we have considered so far.) In an instance of ProdWQO, the only new phenomenon is that some points may have limit color 0; naïvely, this should only make the problem easier: such points can appear in either of the homogeneous sets we are constructing. The danger, of course, is that such points can also avoid making commitments (because the color is nontransitive), so if we rely on using them, we risk trying to use a point which appears to have limit color 0 only to have it later turn out to be homogeneously in the wrong color. As a result, we have to treat points which might have limit color 0, not as the best option-free points which we can choose to use anywhere-but as the worst option, points which might turn out to have either limit color.
To represent what limit colors might be, we introduce predictions.
Definition 4.6. If S is a set, a prediction for S is a function r : S Ñ t0, 1, 2u such that if a, b P S, a ă b, and cpa, bq " rpbq ‰ 0 then rpaq " rpbq. We say r ď r 1 if domprq Ď dompr 1 q and whenever rpaq ‰ 0, r 1 paq " rpaq. If x R S, r x S is the prediction given by r x S paq " cpa, xq. A prediction represents a guess at the limit colors of the set S. We think of the comparison r ď r 1 as meaning that r 1 is a later refinement of r. (More precisely, the fact we will use is that if we have x, y, z with r x S " r y S , cpx, zq " 1, and cpy, zq " 2, then r x S ď r z S .) Note that the comparison ď allows for points which appear to have limit color 0 in r to turn out to have a non-zero limit color in a "later" prediction r 1 .
We begin from our usual situation: we have requirements R`and R´, and we wish to build either a sequence p omitting the color 1 and forcing R`or a sequence q omitting the color 2 and forcing R´.
The broad structure of our construction is familiar from Lemma 2.13. We will build a primary attempt at a solution, which we call the backbone (roughly analogous to the chains from that lemma, although, perhaps making the name inappropriate, the backbone will be branching, with each segment having two possible successor segments) and for each segment of the backbone we have an entire alternate solution which we call a perpindicular solution (roughly analogous to the partnered antichain from that lemma). One way in which this construction is more complicated is that the attempts are not single sequences. Each segment of the backbone consists of pairs of sequences (arranged so that we can obtain a sequence omitting the color 1 by taking the first element of a certain subset of pairs, and obtain a sequence omitting the color 2 by taking the second elements from a different subset). The perpindicular solutions are even more complicated: they are actually sequences of sets with the property that if we partition each set, we can find subsequences in these partitions which we can assemble to be the necessary witnessing sequences.
Most of the work is in the overall structure in which we play these two attempts against each other. Figure 13 illustrates this step. The segments in the perpindicular solutions are actually blocks of points which contain many possible sequences: the first segment is a set of points S 1 with the property that, for every possible prediction r S 1 for S 1 , there exist either:
‚ a sequence p r S 1 Ď S 1 so that c omits the color 1 on p r S 1 , p r S 1 witnesses a node σ r S 1 of length 1 in R`, and for a P p r S 1 , r S 1 paq ‰ 1, or ‚ a sequence q r S 1 Ď S 1 so that c omits the color 2 on q r S 1 , q r S 1 witnesses a node τ r S 1 of length 1 in R´, and for a P p r S 1 , r S 1 paq ‰ 2.
Note that points with r S 1 paq " 0 could be support either a p r S 1 or a q r S 1 (and must be allowed to since, for instance, the function r S 1 which is constantly equal to 0 is a valid choice). We can begin our overall construction by simply searching for such an set; if we fail to find it, we use a technique from [5] to find a suitable infinite subset to continue our construction in. We now look for a possible segment for the backbone. We restrain the first segment to 0 (this is the non-transitive color, so the first segment is inactive) while we look for a pair of sequences pp ‚‚ , q ‚‚ q where p ‚‚ witnesses a node of length 1 from R`and q ‚‚ witnesses a node of length 1 from R´(and c omits the color 1 on p ‚‚ and the color 2 on q ‚‚ ; we will stop repeating this condition every time it applies). We use p ‚‚ and q ‚‚ to make a prediction on S 1 : we also require that there is a single r S 1 so that every x P p Y q has r x S 1 " r S 1 . We repeat this process many times, collecting a large number of such pairs, each with its own block of witnesses; we then pick a subset which all share the same nodes of length 1.
We would would like to choose a collection of pairs which all impose the same restraint r S 1 ; this is too much to ask-the number of possible choices of r S 1 is not determined by R`and R´, so the number of pairs, and therefore the size of our tree, would depend on |S 1 |, which is not permitted. Instead, we will choose a collection where r S 1 may vary, but where the choices have certain commonalities; for the moment, however, we will pretend that we are actually able to choose a single value of r S 1 which works for all our pairs
; then there must either be some a P S 1 with r S 1 paq " 1 and r y S 1 paq " 2, or vice versa, so r S 1 paq " 2 and r y S 1 paq " 1. Consider the former case (the latter is symmetric). Then when z ą y, cpy, zq " 2 implies cpa, zq " 2, and therefore cpx, zq ‰ 1 for all x P p. Therefore, for every z ą y, either z can be used to build a sequence omitting 2 extending y, or a sequence omitting 1 extending p. A single such y is not useful, but if we could find a new sequence q 1 consisting of such y, we would then have a tool for extending our backbone.
If r S 1 " r y S 1
(the exact condition is more general), we can hope to use y to extend the perpindicular solution. This leads to our next step: we make all these pairs pp ‚‚ , q ‚‚ q inactive. Our choice of S 1 guarantees us either a p r S 1 or a q r S 1 which is compatible with r S 1 as described above. We cannot simply pick one, since it might be that we encounter many y with r S 1 ă r y S 1 and, say,
is defined even though p r S 1 is defined. We must instead assemble the set of all possible choices. For technical reasons (because the construction of our tree can depend on the trees from R`and R´, but cannot depend on the size of the witnessing set S 1 which gets found), we think of our choices in terms of σ r S 1 and τ r S 1 rather than p r S 1 and q r S 1 . Consider some r 1 ě r S 1 u; this is the set of possible nodes we might have to deal with. (We can now point out that, instead of worrying about choosing pp ‚‚ j , q ‚‚ j q to share a common value of r S 1 , they can instead share a common value of U r S 1 .)
We pick any pair pσ, τ q P U r S 1 . This tells us how to restrain the first segment: if σ ‰ xy then we restrain the first segment according to σ, and if τ ‰ xy then we restrain the first segment according to τ . We now search for the next segment; we look for one of the following: 
-for every prediction r S ď2 for S ď2 " S 1 Y S 2 such that pσ, τ q P U r S ď2 aeS 1 , there exists either a sequence p r S ď2 extending p r S ď2 aeS 1 , so that c omits 1 on p r S ď2 , p r S ď2 witnesses an immediate extension of σ r S ď2 aeS 1 in R`, and for every a P p r S ď2 , r S ď2 paq ‰ 1, or a sequence q r S ď2 extending q r S ď2 aeS 1 , so that c omits 2 on q r S ď2 , q r S ď2 witnesses an immediate extension of τ r S ď2 aeS 1 in R´, and for every a P q r S ď2 , r S ď2 paq ‰ 2. Figure 13 .
In fact, the first two cases are combined in the proof below. If either of these cases happen, we have made progress towards building the backbone: we take either pp 1 , q 1 q " pp 1 , q ‚‚ q or pp 1 , q 1 q " pp ‚‚ , q 1 q respectively, and have ensured that, for all sufficiently large z, either cpy, zq ‰ 1 for y P p 1 , or cpy, zq ‰ 2 for z P q 1 . (More precisely, we wait until we have many copies of p 1 or many copies of q 1 , and then obtain many such pairs pp 1 , q 1 q, which we use as inputs to the inductive hypothesis which repeats the construction but where we have made progress towards constructing the backbone.) In the third case, we again wait until the third case has happened many times, and we then replace the pairs p ‚‚ , q ‚‚ with the pair p 1 , q 1 and restart this process; in this case we have removed a triple pσ, τ q from U r 1 S 1 , so the number of times we restart is bounded by the size of R`and R´.
In the final case, we have made progress towards constructing the perpindicular solution. We now essentially restart the process we used after finding S 1 : we discard the pp ‚‚ , q ‚‚ q and search for a new such pair, giving us a particular prediction r S ď2 , which in turn tells us how to restrain the witnesses corresponding to S 1 and S 2 , and allows us to continue this process.
This completes the description of how the two solutions interact. Let us now consider what happens if we simply keep extending the perpindicular solution. We get a sequence of sets, S 1 , S 2 , and so on. Taking S ďv " Ť iďv S i , the process above will give us a prediction r Sďv . We will have a set I Ď r1, vs, which will be the stages at which the witness in R`was extended: if I " tn 1 , . . . , n k u, we will have p 1 Ď S n 1 witnessing a node σ 1 of length 1, p 2 Ď S n 2 so that p 1 " p 2 witnesses an immediate extension σ 2 of σ 1 , and so on. The stages after n k will witness extensions to R´: we will have q 1 Ď S n k`1 witnessing a node τ 1 of length 1, q 2 Ď S n k`2 so that q 1 " q 2 witnesses an immediate extension τ 2 of τ 1 , and so on. (This corresponds to discarding our construction of an R´solution every time we extend the Rs olution; we do this to prevent violations of the transitivity requirements.)
Finally, we consider how the backbone is constructed. Suppose we end up in one the first two cases of the four-way split above; for convenience, we assume the first case. Then we have many witnesses q ‚‚ j and many witnesses p 1 j with the property that for every sufficiently large y, either: ‚ for every j and every x P q ‚ j , cpy, xq ‰ 2, or ‚ for every j and every x P p 1 j , cpy, xq ‰ 1. Then we can repeat this construction twice. The first, higher priority copy, will take place above the q ‚‚ j ; for the sake of keeping names distinct, when we view these as inputs to the inductive hypothesis, we will call them q ‚ j . We modify this copy of the construction so that every time we look for a q ‚‚ or a q 1 , we choose some q ‚ j and look for an extension of it (using a different j each time we look for a new sequence). Simultaneously, we have a lower priority copy of our construction which takes place above the p 1 j ; again, we now call them p ‚ j . In this second copy of our construction, every time we look for a p ‚‚ or a p 1 , we choose some p ‚ j to extend. In order to avoid transitivity conflicts between the two sides, every time the higher priority copy finds a witness, we discard the entire lower priority construction, starting it over with an entirely new batch of p ‚ j (and therefore the number of witnesses p 1 we must have found was quite large indeed).
Proof. We work with conditions pp, q, r, Xq such that:
‚ c omits 1 on p, ‚ c omits 2 on q, ‚ r is a prediction for a finite set S Ě p Y q, ‚ a P p implies rpaq ‰ 1, ‚ b P q implies rpbq ‰ 2, ‚ X is an infinite set in I, ‚ for every x P X we have r x domprq " r. A condition pp 1 , q 1 , r 1 , X 1 q extends pp, q, r, Xq if p Ď p 1 , q Ď q 1 , r ď r 1 , X 1 Ď X, and whenever x P pp 1 zpq Y pq 1 zqq, x P X.
We say pp, q, r, Xq forces R`on the omitting-1-side if whenever Λ is an infinite sequence with p Ă Λ, pΛzpq Ď X, and cpa, bq ‰ 1 for a, b P Λ, ĺ satisfies R`in X 'Λ. Similarly we say pp, q, r, Xq forces R´on the omitting-2-side if whenever Λ is an infinite sequence with q Ă Λ, pΛzqq Ď X, and cpa, bq ‰ 2 for a, b P Λ, ĺ satisfies R´in X ' Λ.
It suffices to show p˚q Suppose R`are R´are requirements and pp, q, r, Xq is a condition. Then there is a condition pp 1 , q 1 , r 1 , X 1 q extending pp, q, r, Xq which either forces R`on the omitting-1-side or forces R´on the omitting-2-side.
Let pp, q, r, Xq, R`, R´be given. We do not describe the tree explicitly, but again inductively describe processes that give rise to it. We will need to show the following generalization.
Let σ ‚ P T`and τ ‚ P T´be given. There is an M so that whenever p ‚ 1 , . . . , p ‚ M , q ‚ 1 , . . . , q ‚ M and X ‚ Ď X are given so that:
‚ each p ‚ i is an extension of p omitting 1 which witnesses σ ‚ , ‚ each q ‚ i is an extension of q omitting 2 which witnesses τ ‚ , ‚ for any x P Ť p ‚ i and y P X ‚ , cpx, yq ‰ 1, and ‚ for any x P Ť q ‚ i and y P X ‚ , cpx, yq ‰ 2, there is a condition pp 1 , q 1 , r 1 , X 1 q extending pp, q, r, Xq which either forces R`on the omitting-1-side or forces R´on the omitting-2-side.
We show this by reverse induction (the "main induction") on p|σ ‚ |, |τ ‚ |q in the lexicographic order. Here the p ‚ i , q ‚ i represent prior progress towards the construction of the backbone; therefore showing the inductive step will involve showing that we either construct a perpindicular solution which gives the desired extension or extend the backbone, thereby reducing the problem to cases covered by the inductive hypothesis.
The base case, where either σ ‚ or τ ‚ is a leaf is immediate with M " 1, since then either pp ‚ 1 , q, r 1 , X ‚ q or pp, q ‚ 1 , r 1 , X ‚ q is the desired extension (with r 1 " r y S for y P X ‚ and S " domprq Y p ‚ 1 Y q ‚ 1 ). Suppose the claim holds for all σ 1 , τ 1 with either σ 1 Ľ σ ‚ , or σ 1 " σ ‚ and τ 1 Ľ τ ‚ .
Within this, we need another inductive construction (the "side induction"). We assume we have been given a collection of pairs pp : i , q : i q for i ď K witnessing σ : P T`and τ : P T´respectively; this will be arranged so they share blocks of witnesses in such a way that all pairs can be simultaneously active. Given i ď K, we say y is i-extending if for each x P p : i , cpx, yq ‰ 1 and for each x P q : i , cpx, yq ‰ 2. We assume we have also been given an infinite X : Ď X ‚ so that each y P X : is i-extending for at least one i ď K. This represents previous stages of the perpindicular construction.
We can now begin the next stage of our construction. All pp ‚ i , q ‚ i q are initially inactive, and the pp i and so that, for each y P S, r y dompr 1 q " r 1 , and for every prediction r S on S so that r S Y r 1 is a prediction and every i so that the y in S are i-extending (this depends on r 1 , so is independent of the choice of y), either: ‚ there is a p i,r S Ď S and an immediate extension σ i,r S of σ : so that r S paq ‰ 1 for a P p i,r S and p : i " p i,r S omits 1 and witnesses σ i,r S (in this case q i,r S " q and τ i,r S " xy), or ‚ there is a q i,r S Ď S and an immediate extension τ i,r S of τ : so that r S paq ‰ 2 for a P q i,r S and q This is the general form of the search for the next segment of the perpindicular solution as described above. The key idea is that we extend a pair by extending one component or the other, and that for each pair pp : i , q : i q we must extend it if we can-that is, if this pair is consistent with r 1 . Note that when we extend on the q side we leave the p side alone, while when we extend on the p side, we discard the q side; this is to ensure that we do not have overlapping transitivity requirements.
Suppose we never find such an S. We use the technique of Lemma 4.22 of [5] . Choose r 1 ě r with dompr 1 q Ě
i so that there are infinitely many y P X : with r 1 " r y dompr 1 q ; by passing to a subset, we may assume this holds for all y P X : . Let C be the non-empty set of i so that all the y P X : are i-extending. We describe a finitely branching tree of sets and, for each level of the tree, a number n, as follows. For each n, let Z n " X: X r0, nq. When n corresponds to some level of the tree, the sets in that level will be exactly those Z 1 so that Z n " Z 1 Y Z 2 is a bad partition. 0 corresponds to the first level, so the only set in the first level is H. Suppose we have chosen n to be some level of this tree. We wait for some n 1 so that, for each Z 1 in the previous level, Z n 1 " Z 1 Y pZ n 1 zZ 1 q fails to be a bad partition. Then descendents of each Z 1 in the previous level are those Z 1 1 Ĺ Z 1 so that Z n 1 " Z 1 1 Y pZ n 1 zZ 1 1 q is a bad partition. (Some nodes from the previous level may have no descendents.) Since I satisfies WKL 0 , we can choose an X 1 P I which is the union of an infinite branch through this tree. There must be some i so that pp : i , q, r 1 , X 1 q then forces R`on the not-1-side by forcing Θ X'Λ R`;σ : to hold. So suppose we find the set S, and let C be the non-empty set of i so that all the y P S are i-extending. For each r S , let U r S " tpσ i,r 1 S , τ i,r 1 S q | r 1 S ě r S , i P Cu; note that, although the number of possible values of r S depends on |S|, the number of possible values of U r S is determined by the size of Tà nd T´. We now repeatedly choose a single pp ‚ j , q ‚ j q, activate this pair, and look for a pair pp ‚‚ j , q ‚‚ j q so that:
‚ for every j P L 1 and j 1 P R 1 , there is an a P S with r j S paq " 2 and r j 1 S paq " 1. Let us consider the first case. Then for any y, we either have cpx, yq ‰ 1 for all j P L 1 and x P p ‚‚ j , or cpx, yq ‰ 2 for all j P R 1 and x P q 1 j . Partition X : " X ‚ 1 Y X ‚ 2 where X ‚ 1 is those y so that, for every j P L 1 and x P p ‚‚ j , cpx, yq ‰ 1. We now take sufficiently many pairs pp ‚‚ j ,with j P L 1 and can apply the main induction as a subprocess with X ‚ 1 (incrementing u`and letting u´reset to 0); we simultaneously take sufficiently many pairs pp ‚ j , q 1 j q with j P R 1 and apply the main induction again as a second subprocess with X ‚ 2 (keeping u`the same and incrementing u´). Every time the first subprocess finds witnesses to a new stage, we discard the second subprocess and start a new one with new witnesses from R 1 . Since one of X ‚ 1 and X ‚ 2 must be infinite, one of these subprocesses finds the necessary extension. The second case is symmetric (using pp ‚ j , q ‚‚ j q and pp 1 j ,as witnesses to the inductive clauses).
This completes the inductive step for the side induction. In particular, we have shown that if we start with K " 1, p : 1 " p, q : 1 " q, σ : " τ : " xy, we can construct the desired extensions. This, in turn, completes the proof of the main induction. Applying the claim we have shown using the main induction to the pair p0, 0q (with each p ‚ i " p, q ‚ i " q, X ‚ " X), we obtain the desired extension.
Combining these as before, we have: Theorem 4.7. There is a Turing ideal satisfying ProdWQO and WKL but not SCAC.
